MIT Basketball rebounds over Gordon

By Dennis Smith

MIT varsity basketball scored a victory Saturday night in the Rockwell Cage, defeating Gordon College, 53-40. Paced by Ray Nagem '80 (22 points) and Gordon College, 53-40. Paced by Ray Nagem '80 (22 points) and Gordon '81, Nagern and John Wozniak '81, MIT went on to shut out the offense could get hot and seal the victory with a twenty point lead, 49-29, and time running out.

Plagued by dismal shooting in the early portion of the game, MIT fell behind 17-14, but Ray Nagem '80 (22 points) and Gordon '81, Nagern and John Wozniak '81 controlled the boards defensively, often keeping Gordon to just one shot per trip down the court.

MIT hosts tough Suffolk College, which boasts a 12-9 record, and Brookline St. 354-8238

Each week Linguistic Systems, Inc. needs 100-200 people to work in their homes. Call for information and to obtain your schedule and to obtain our brochure.

Our concentration in the growth fields means we can offer you more opportunity, to be a part of the action, because there is more action. We're thinking ahead in practically every segment of the computer and automation industries, with a range of products and services that respond to markets as broad as technology itself. Our goal is to make tomorrow's ideas today's realities to people and their organizations - become more productive through automation.

You can make it pay! By Ad

By Ad

IF YOU HAVE AMBITIOUS CAREER GOALS... AND ARE WILLING TO WORK HARD IN A DYNAMIC ORGANIZATION TO ACHIEVE THEM... YOUR "SOMEDAY" IS TODAY AT HONEYWELL

Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New England's largest translation agency, located one block north of the Central Square subway station, in Cambridge.

For application and test translation - call Ms. Tabariez at 864-3900

LINGUISTIC SYSTEMS, INC.
116 Richard Allen Drive, Cambridge, MA 02139

Our representatives will be interviewing on campus February 21st & 22nd.